Now there is an invigorating new presence in fine motorhomes. National RV's top-of-the-line Tradewinds debuts with an extensive array of outstanding features and amenities, unmatched by anything close to its price. Virtually everything you could ask for in a quality diesel motorhome comes as standard equipment. That's value. And that's exactly what you've come to expect from National RV.

In developing Tradewinds, we surveyed prospective purchasers to learn your requirements and preferences. Of course, quality and comfort topped the list. As a result, Tradewinds features beautifully color-coordinated, professionally designed interiors that pamper you with sumptuous fabrics and carpeting. To make your time on the road a truly pleasurable experience, each Tradewinds has a spacious slide-out living room with your choice of appointments. Whether you select the sofa/bed and booth dinette or the optional dining table with four chairs, you'll love entertaining or simply lounging around in your new Tradewinds motorhome.

Just picture yourself in the lap of luxury. Designer lighting along with fluorescent ceiling lights really opens up the interior. Relax in the recliner swivel chair as you tune in your favorite show on the 19" color TV with remote control and VCR. Admire countertops crafted of elegant Corian - and a choice of oak or optional walnut interiors with raised cabinet doors. What a great way to travel!

For long-lasting performance and safety, each slide-out room incorporates exceptionally strong engineered steel framework and a trouble-free electric glide system. Extensive weather sealing and insulation are used throughout.
EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES...

While Tradewinds comes fully equipped with a wealth of standard amenities, you do have several choices to customize your motorhome to your personal preferences. For instance, you can select an optional leather package described later in this brochure. Instead of the standard booth configuration, you can specify an optional freestanding table with chairs (shown here with two extra chairs). Also, an ice maker can be built into the hutch, and each model can accommodate an optional concealed washer/dryer.

Command Post

We’ve made piloting your Tradewinds a real pleasure, thanks to an ergonomically designed driving area that puts you in complete charge. You always have an excellent feel for the road, as you cruise along on a cushion of air suspension with the powerful diesel engine performing quietly in the background. Enjoy remarkable visibility through the large curved windshield with Rosen see-through sun visors.

Adjust the driver’s seat (power optional) to your favorite position. The conveniently located controls fall right at hand, and the rear vision camera is positioned so you won’t have to look down to the dash.

Tradewinds passengers will enjoy wide, comfortable reclining seats and a convenient work station with a pull-out table and drawer to keep frequently used items nearby. We’ve also installed a jack for your phone or computer use.
THE QUALITY SHOWS EVERYWHERE!

Each aspect of Tradewinds contributes to your traveling pleasure and reflects your personal taste. Is leather to your liking? Then consider this optional leather package. The powered driver seat, passenger seat, sofa, and rocker/recliner all benefit from the pleasant feel and unique beauty of genuine leather faced upholstery.

Standard in every Tradewinds are dramatic pleated day/night shades, valances and lambrerquins, as is the convenient flip-up table.

Fold-Down Queen Bed

Tradewinds is designed to ensure that a good time is had by all. When you're traveling with a large group - or if guests drop by - you can instantly gain additional sleeping space by converting the sofa into a cozy queen size bed. Very few motorhomes have this feature.

Decor Choices

Specially selected fabrics and carpets are expertly coordinated to impart an inviting designer touch to each Tradewinds model.
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The Master Suite is highlighted by a designer bedspread over the queen size bed. Special Corian accents and designer valances set off the attractive day/night shades. A decorative mirror contributes to the feeling of spaciousness, as does the beveled glass in the closet door. Night stands incorporate the enduring beauty of easy-care Corian.

The Garden Bath inspires you to relax with the ambiance of a skylight, while beveled mirrors further open up the room. The extra-large Neo-Angle tub is ready to accommodate splashing youngsters - or provide a relaxing hot bath at the end of the day. Storage is abundant, and there's a handy cedar-lined closet. Corian lav tops are featured, and we've installed a built-in hair dryer for your convenience.

OUR COMPLIMENTS TO THE CHEF

To make every meal a pleasure, the Tradewinds galley is spacious and thoughtfully arranged, incorporating ample counter and cupboard space. Luxurious Corian counter-tops surround you in our wrap-around kitchen (shown with optional counter-top extension). And among the standard amenities are a porcelain sink with single-lever faucet, G.E. Spacemaker convection microwave with fan, plus a coffee maker. A 10 cubic foot side-by-side Dometic Refrigerator with ice maker (shown here) is available as an option.
QUALITY YOU'LL APPRECIATE, FAR DOWN THE ROAD

Tradewinds construction gets off to a solid start with its Freightliner chassis. On top of that, National RV engineers utilize an all-steel frame and truss system to construct an enduring foundation. Incorporating a laminated steel framed floor and exterior walls, each Tradewinds is literally surrounded in steel.

High gloss gel coat fiberglass is used exclusively on the molded front and rear fiberglass caps and exterior walls. The underbelly is laminated, insulated, and undercoated for exceptional weather protection. Further, each Tradewinds is thoroughly insulated, including dual-pane windows. Every joint fits perfectly and is weather-sealed, with a steel framed rubber roof protecting from above.

Massive storage compartments provide a safe, secure place to store all manner of items, large and small.

A 2000 watt inverter/convertor turns power from four 6-volt deep cycle batteries into 110-volt AC. When you connect to 50 amp service, both air conditioners can run simultaneously.

The dump station area is easy to access and use. It includes a water pressure gauge and regulator, black tank flush, and city water fill. Soap and towel dispensers are provided for your convenience.

WHENEVER YOU'RE ON THE ROAD, NATIONAL RV IS ON CALL...

24-Hour Toll-Free Help Line

As an original Tradewinds owner, you can call toll-free, anytime, for expert advice on any problem you might have. (Good for one year from date of purchase. Non-transferable program can be extended for a nominal fee.)
EXPECT SPECIAL TREATMENT FROM NATIONAL RV

Since 1963, National RV has earned a reputation for quality, innovation, and outstanding value. We're also known for going the extra distance to keep our motorhome owners happy, teaming with a nationwide network of carefully selected quality dealers who share our dedication. As proof of our commitment to your complete satisfaction, National RV provides Tradewinds owners with a 24-hour toll-free help line to answer any questions you might have.

In addition, National RV is one of the few manufacturers with complete customer service facilities. Responsive professionals at our Perris headquarters will service your motorhome with an expert's touch, and we have an RV supply store here as well. National RV is justifiably proud of our state-of-the-art facilities, and we'd like to host you on a plant tour. Please call for arrangements.

Authorized Dealer